Peace and Love to the reader and to all,

This is a Truth about Christmas and its cosmological connection to the Planet Tierra, and the Universe collectively. Specifically bringing attention to the Aspect of the Moors connection to emblems utilized for the Holidays / Holy Days. Moorish Scientists / Astrologers do understand that on the 21st day of December, Gregorian Calendar Year, the Sun / Sol / (Noblest image of the Creator), reaches its lowest point (Nadir) in its travel through the Southern Arc / Constellations of the Universe. Thus, in alignment with the Southern End of Tierra’s (Earth’s) Pole is in fact coherent to the Law of Nature. At this moment the Sun (Sol) Mic-ha-El’s position in its Travel through the Cosmos / Universe, is recognized by de jure scientists as the Winter Solstice / Saturnalia. At this time the Sun is entering the Constellation Capricorn, which is the Lowest emanation of the Trinity of Earthly Constellations being Taurus, Virgo, and Capricorn (pay attention to the Trinity -3) asserted with respect to the Stations of the Sun, which in fact Lead to Victory. See Chapter one ‘Creation and Fall of Man’ - Holy Koran Moorish Holy Temple of Science.

Q. How Does this Relate to Christmas?

A. Commit to Memory the Constellations Virgo, Capricorn, and the Divinity of the Trinity Principal and that Solstice is Latin and Etymologically Means Sun Stand. 
Sol = Sun. Stice = Stand.

On the Winter Solstice, December 21st Gregorian / Sothic Calendar, the Sun stands for 3 days / degrees, before it starts to ascend to the North, on the 25th Day of December. Each day after this Natural Transition of the Sun / Mic-ha-El, we gain Moor day light for 180 Days / Degrees when the Sun reaches the Zenith Point, known to Scientist as the ‘Summer Solstice’.
So as the Story is told, Jesus the Son (Sun) of God died and was born again on the 3rd Day. See 1 Corinthians 15:3-5. The synopsis of Christmas is that the Sun of God was born again on the 25th Day of December, of a Virgin (Virgo) Mother (Mary means Mother). This is due to the fact that every year on December 25th at 12 midnight (one minute after December 24th) the constellation Virgo (The Virgin) can be seen just above the Horizon in the East. And the Sun (Son) of God ascends through the constellation Capricorn towards the North.

Whereas, “Joseph” is the Constellation Sagittarius — (The Archer) November 22-December 21st (Winter Solstice). Thus the reference “Joseph (Yosef) is “Jesus” (Yeshuah) Father “Yeshuah Ben Yosef” is translated to “Jesus Son of Joseph.” (Sagittarius).

3 Correlative References for Claim of Sagittarius being Joseph:

A). Genesis 49:22 Joseph is a fruitful bough, A fruitful bough by a spring; its branches run over a wall.

B). Genesis 49:23 "The archers bitterly attacked him, and shot at him and harassed him;

C). Genesis 49:24 But his bow remained firm, and his arms were agile, from the hands of the Mighty One of Jacob (From there is the Shepherd, the Stone of Israel),

This is not to downplay the possibilities of Womb Man in Self Impregnation, as it is a Fact that Autofecundation exist in Science/Biology. I do respectfully acknowledge that fact of science.

Autofecundation noun (Auto=Self+Fecundare=to make fruitful). In Biology, the Act of Self-impregnation. Reference any unabridged dictionary.

Emphasis on Genesis 49:22 Joseph a fruitful bough by a spring I speculate this Spring referenced can actually be the Spring Season because as it is winter in the Northern hemisphere, the season is Summer in the Southern hemisphere, which would make Joseph or the constellation Sagittarius “close to the Spring”/ Spring Season in the southern hemisphere according to the stations of the sun

On the Subject of The “Stations of the Sun” I have another revelation to share:

Definition of Sothic Year; in chronology, the Egyptian year; so called from sothis, the dog star. This was a year of 365 1/4 days. The Egyptian vague year was six hours shorter. reference Websters Unabridged Dictionary Page 1581. 1936 Thus the Origin of the 365 day calendar is from a Sothic/Egyptian/Moorish Calendar.
I thought it worthy to affirm the perspective that The Story of “Jesus The Christ / Christmas” is an “As above so below story”. It was my primitive intention to reference the fact that Moors / Americans revered the “Mistletoe” relevant to the subject, as the Mistletoe is a Symbol used for “Christmas” really winter solstice, Moors / Americans Aboriginal Culture.

For the record these words Infra are not my own:

“Other resemblances between British “Moors” and the North American tribes have already been pointed out, as, for instance, the reverence paid to the mistletoe, the riding three times round a building as an act of solemnity”… (reference Ancient and Modern Britons Volume 1 page142)

On this subject of Christmas I add on that, The Constellation “Sagittarius” also is connected to the Colors “Red and Green” emphasis on the Cedar Tree, Aboriginal Continental Flag of North America, used as the common Tree on Christmas for Explanation see page 15, 16, and 18 of book “Who are Moors/Americans/Asiatic?” — Rvbeypublications.com

According to Question 36 of the 101s of the Moorish Holy Temple of Science — Jesus Means Justice.

Thus If Jesus is Justice Lets talk About it! That would mean all waiting for “Jesus” to return are waiting for Self To return and must take responsibility to look within. Why? Lets Talk about Justice. One of the 5 Primitive Principals of Moors/Americans.

Internal and External Justice The First (internal Justice) being a conformity of our will, and the Latter (External Justice) being a Conformity of our actions, to the Law, Their Union making Perfect Justice. Reference John Bouviers Concise Encyclopedia of Law Francis Rawles 3rd Revision Page 1795 Definition of Justice.

Emphasis The union of Internal and External Justice/Jesus makes Perfect Justice/Jesus see Question 36 of the 101s MHTof S and John Bouviers Concise Encyclopedia of Law Francis Rawles 3rd Revision Page 1795 Definition of Justice.

Exterior Justice - is the object of Jurisprudence; interior justice is the object of morality. Reference Droit Civ.Fr. tit prel.n.6,7,.; John Bouviers Concise Encyclopedia of Law Francis Rawles 3rd Revision Page 1795-1796 Definition of Justice

Therefore the attributes of Justice / Jesus is manifested within self then without. In other words the Justice department is in the workshop of the Mind

Love, Truth, Peace, Freedom, and Justice (Jesus)